
Offer for Pirate Parties International General Assembly 2013

Pirate Party of Russia, Kazan

DATE
 
Any weekend of April 2013: 

• 06-07.04.2013, 
• 13-14.04.2013, 
• 20-21.04.2013, 
• 27-28.04.2013

 
OFFERING PIRATE PARTY
 
Pirate Party of Russia, Kazan devision
 
PLACE
 
Address of the venue: Russia, Tatarstan Republic, Kazan, Peterburgskaya str, 52
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https://maps.google.com/maps?q=Russia,+Kazan,+Peterburgskaya+str,+52&hl=en&ll=55.778311,49.133606&spn=0.104844,0.338173&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=34.808514,86.572266&hnear=Peterburgskaya+ulitsa,+52,+Kazan',+Russia,+420107&t=m&z=12&iwloc=A


Distance and time to the closest train station and airport: 2,5km from the nearest tram station. 

International Airport of Kazan operating flights from Moscow, Frankfurt, Prague, Istanbul, Tel-Aviv, 
etc.
 
THE VENUE

Itpark Kazan

Size of the venue (people, m^2): The IT-park network includes a 5-floor Business center building 
with open-space offices and two neighboring 2-floor buildings of Business hotel. The total square of 
premises is 30 000 sq. m (including two 2-floor buildings of Business hotel). 

There are a few options for rooms we can book for the event. Considering the distance and visa 
requirements, we expect around 60 delegates to be present in the GA in person. The room for 60 
people (124 m2; chairs + tables) can be transformed into a room for 100 people (just chairs). There 
is also the possibility to book a bigger room for up to 250 people (669m2; no tables). Up to 3 extra 
rooms for organizers and press can be booked (47, 35 and 31 m2).

Venue (off. Press Centre) (60-100 people): 18500rub/day (455eur)
Venue Option 2 (off. Conference hall) (up to 250 people): 27500rub/day (677eur)
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http://itpark-kazan.ru/en/meropriyatiya


Meeting room (7-40 people): 500rub/hour (12.5eur)
Audio/video: 3000rub/day (74eur)
 
Parking for cars and buses available
 
Number of chairs and tables available: up to 60 people with tables, up to 250 just chairs 
Access for disabled persons: Yes
Details on the sound equipment: equipped for conference
Details on the video equipment: equipped for conference
Details on the electricity setup: equipped for conference
Details on the Internet setup: Wireless internet available, no additional cost
Details on the streaming setup: PP-RU has experience organizing streaming for their events
 
Wardrobe: Yes
1-2 extra rooms: Yes
Possibility to decorate (e.g. flags, posters): Yes
Catering: Yes
 
TEAM
 
Contact data of the project leader: 

Sergey Kolotovchenko
e-mail kolotovchenkov.sergei(at)gmail.com)
Tel.: (+7(917)898-52-97),  
Skype: sdefin

Size of the planning team: 5
Size of the team at the location: 12-15
 
BUDGET
 
Approx. costs of the conference: 

conf. room: 455eur x2 +
meeting rooms (12,5 eux9h)x2roomsx2d +
a/v equipment 74x2 +
streaming 50eu +
printing materials 250eur  +
unexpected costs 250eur =
910+450+148+50+250+250 =
2058euro

We are able to organize the conference in the aforementionned conditions for 2058euro. However 
if the Ppi board decides on further services (T-Shirts, souvenirs, venue catering etc.), we are able to 
provide them for the additional costs. All costs exceeding the 2058euros will have to be decided be 
the PPI board and will affect the budget.
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Funding possibilities: for 60 paying attendees, a participation fee of 35euros is needed to cover the 
minimum costs of the conference. We suggest a participation fee of 35euros for early registered 
delegates and a fee of 50euros for late registrations (less than a month before the conference). 
 
Additional funding concepts: We hope for and encourage financial support from Pirates and Pirate 
Parties. 
 
ACCOMMODATION
 
Approx. number of hostels/hotels near venue: Booking.com offers 34 hotels and 7 hostels in Kazan
Approx. costs for accommodation for 2-3 days: room rates start from around 30euro per DBL room 
per night
 
Approx. living costs in the city of the venue for the time of the conference: lunch or dinner in a 
restaurant for 12.5-25euro
Rum 3.5euro/50ml
Vodka 0.98eur/50ml
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